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Strategic Fitness Applied
Mathematical Science overview

1. Loading
Intensity and Amount are the elemental variables of training. In the

1980s, the legendary weightlifting coach A.S.Prilepin created the
authoritative intellectual product for prescribing and controlling these
elements for elite Weightlifting- Prilepin’s Chart. Elite Powerlifters quickly
adopted the charts for organizing training. Since then, it has been adopted
by the most scientifically-minded Bodybuilders.

In the early 2000s, Histero Histerov published a white paper
detailing his mathematical idea for using the principles of Prilepin’s chart to
combine the intensity and amount of training into a single value.  He
created a novel equation and named the product the INOL: Intensity
Number Of Lifts score.

The INOL concept was a very effective first step towards creating a
foundational equation and value from which an entire area of applied
mathematical science for training will emerge.  After using the INOL for
some time, StratFit Founder Daniel McKee realized the INOL score is
increasingly approximate with intensities <80%; this is because Histerov
kept the minuend in the divisor portion of the equation stable (at 100) even
though this does not reflect the underlying principle of Prilepin’s chart.
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Daniel made an innovative change to the concept that took the idea
from a helpful tool for approximation in Weightlifting and Powerlifting to a
precise mathematical device for strategizing the application of resistance
training for any purpose.  He created an equation to inject precision into
the minuend; he labeled the new minuend value “Prilepin’s Minuend.”
The approximation with <80% was gone.

Coaches can now apply the principles of Prilepin’s chart to
bodybuilding, CrossFit, Blood Lactate Accumulation tolerance (“Burn” in
the StratFit lexicon), training for endurance sports, and more.  Daniel
named the evolved INOL value the “Abstract Internal Training Load.”

Prilepin’s chart, Histerov’s INOL, and even McKee’s Abstract Load
all still dealt with exercises in the abstract- not relating to a specific
movement.  There is a difference in overall loading between a barbell
squat and a dumbbell side lateral raise.  Another innovation was required
to “actualize” the Load.

For this purpose, Daniel did a comparative analysis of the world
records in every lift to develop a “Spatial Form Stress Factor” for every lift.
To determine the “Actual Internal Training Load” of a training unit, we
multiply the abstract load by the stress factor of the exercise.

The Load represents the level of adaptational stress of training.
Like Energy and E=MC are the foundational value and equation of
Relativity and later quantum physics, the Load equation, and value is the
foundational idea of the entire applied mathematical science of Strategic
Fitness.

*See slide 1 in the visuals
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2. Units
We dose Loading in “training units.” According to the intensity, amount,

and stress factors of training, we can determine the loading of training units of
any size to see the topography of the stress across training strategies. The
loading of a smaller unit debits from a larger one. This view allows coaches to
understand the chronology of adaptational effects.

*See slide 2 in the visuals

3. Grading
StratFit uses a universal grade labeling system for the intensity level of

any training unit, the reps for a set with a given intensity and reps for a whole
activity, and Loading for a training unit of any size.  The figures for each training
unit are based on examples from exercise science textbooks and the training
manuals of elite athletes.

The grading levels have two primary purposes.  First, they facilitate rookie
trainers learning training programming more quickly and intuitively.  Secondly,
they allow veteran strength & conditioning coaches to “rough in” the topography
of the training strategy intuitively at a conceptual level.  After using the grades to
rough in the program, they can dive in and finely tune the quantities (intensities,
reps) and values (loading) using the actual numbers.
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*See slide 3 in the visuals

4. Fitness, fatigue, preparedness
One branch of the science which emerges from the roots and trunk of the

Loading concept is the Fitness-Fatigue Theory.  The StratFit system evolves
the Two-Factor Theory into Two-Factor Application.

From the load, we can calculate actual quantities of the fatigue (fatigue
and loading are equivalents) and fitness (a product of the Loading and the
average intensity) from a training session (or an athletic match).  Using
information about the inter-session time to complete decay of fatigue and fitness
from different training and competitive examples in exercise science texts and
elite training manuals, SF created a system for determining the hours of fatigue
accumulated (HFA) and hours of fitness accumulated (HFiA) from training
sessions.  Using the fitness and fatigue quantities and the HFA and HFiA, we
determine exact Preparedness for performance at any moment in an
athlete’s/client’s life!

*See slide 4 in the visuals
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5. INTENSITY AND REPETITION CALCULATION, ABILITY TRAINING

POTENCIES

Using the Loading/Fatigue concept, we can also prescribe and regulate
intra-session fatigue to determine the effect of fatigue on Power output and
determine the Stamina effect of the work.  Knowledge of the fatigue accumulated
in each training set provides trainers with valuable information about the training
effect of each set.

StratFit has a unique mathematical system to determine the training
potency of any set based on the intensity, set-level fatigue accumulated, and the
percentage of volitional momentum the athlete applies.  The potency describes
how effective the set will be for developing adaptational effects for each main
ability.  Understanding the highest potency lets us know the set's main
ability/adaptational effect.  Knowing the main ability of each set will enable us to
segment the total load of a session into specific ability loads.

SF is also developing special strengths training gear to accentuate the
training for the elemental abilities of the main abilities.  We have two devices
ready to launch: the Explosive Strength Device and the Acceleration Strength
Device.  Explosiveness and Acceleration are two of the elemental components of
POWER.

We use the load of each set to calculate the “Minutes of Fatigue
Accumalted” (MFA) to manipulate rest between sets for specific stamina training
effects.

*See slide 5 in the visuals
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6. specific preparedness
Knowing the trained abilities from a session is crucial for understanding

specific recovery times.  Different abilities recover at different rates according to
what abilities were trained in the session.  StratFit has created an “Ability
Relativity Factor” ARF to describe the interrelated relationship of the recovery
rates between the various abilities. We apply the ARF of each ability to the
fitness and fatigue calculations to arrive at an ability-specific HFA and HFiA.

Knowing ability-specific loads and the ability potency of the load allows
one to calculate the specific fitness and fatigue.   With the specific fitness,
fatigue, HFia, and HFA values, we can know an athlete’s/client’s specific
preparedness at any moment in their life!  Precise, specific Two-Factor
Application is here.

*See slide 6 in the visuals

7. Body composition actualization
Based on an athlete’s/client’s diet type and body composition goal for a

specific date, StratFit equations use the weekly loading of an athlete/client’s
training strategy and their biometric data to autoregulate the calories and
macronutrients of their dietary strategy in real-time. The relativity of the
athlete’s/client’s current body composition to their body composition goal is
known as “Body Composition Actualization.”
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*See slide 7 in the visuals

8. Form for performance
StartFit has a protocol for categorizing an athlete’s long-term training

effect: the athlete’s Form.

Using the comparison of the athlete’s performance with international
standards for the exercises in the strategy, StratFit categorizes their Form.  Their
performance on general exercises determines their general form.  Their
performance of goal (sport) specific exercises determines their specific form.

The fusion of their general and specific forms is their special form. Form
is the baseline of the athlete’s organism from which fitness and fatigue take off,
so it is a determinant of true preparedness.

*See slide 8 in the visuals
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9. State for performance
An athlete’s ability to perform in competition and life is represented by a

vector value we at StratFit call “State.”  State refers to the athlete’s exact current
state to perform at any given instant.

State is a fusion of the athlete’s body composition, Form, General
Preparedness, and Special Preparedness.  The state of an athlete/client at
crucial moments in their journey towards their goal is essential knowledge for
coaches and trainers.  At StratFit, we will combine our mathematical system with
technology to make “State” a living idea.

*See slide 9 in the visuals

10. THe interface
We call the interface between coaches and athletes and the applied

science of Strategic Fitness StratFit Digital.  SF Digital provides coaches with a
Strategy Design interface, enabling them to design precisely design long-term
training strategies, all with the help of the StratFit applied scientific functions.
The digital fitness product also provides coaches and athletes with a Strategy
Implementation interface, facilitating precise and in-the-moment autoregulation of
the training strategy in the gym.
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*See slide 10 in the visuals

11. Further reading
a. Applied Science Blog series:

https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/applied-science-part-1-the-stratfit-dna
b. Our White Papers:

https://stratfit.net/pages/applied-science
c. StratFit Digital

https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/stratfit-digital-a-new-revolutionary-training-pr
ogramming-software

d. The Power Training Arsenal
https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/detonation-introducing-the-stratfit-power-training-ars
enal

https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/applied-science-part-1-the-stratfit-dna
https://stratfit.net/pages/applied-science
https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/stratfit-digital-a-new-revolutionary-training-programming-software
https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/stratfit-digital-a-new-revolutionary-training-programming-software
https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/detonation-introducing-the-stratfit-power-training-arsenal
https://stratfit.net/blogs/news/detonation-introducing-the-stratfit-power-training-arsenal

